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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
4 Alex Katz New Releases Make US Debut at Art Miami 2022 

 
 
Miami, FL – Burgess Modern + Contemporary announced their Art Miami exhibition will feature four new 
releases from 95-year-old American Contemporary Artist Alex Katz.  The Ft. Lauderdale based dealer will 
also feature works from American artists Jedd Novatt, Retna, the Estate of David Hayes and British 
sensations Miss Bugs and Andrew Cotton. 
 
“We wanted to feature new works from Alex Katz in celebration of his retrospective opening at the 
Guggenheim Museum in New York”, states Lisa Burgess, founder of Burgess Modern + Contemporary.  
“The fact that Katz is 95 years old and still producing artwork at such a high caliber is a testament to his 
creative drive.  These prints are some of the most spectacular I’ve seen in years.  Straw Hat 1 and Straw 
Hat 3 will complete the Straw Hat Portfolio and we will premiere the Sunrise Suite as well.  We will also 
have one full Straw Hat Suite of three prints available for one lucky collector.” 
 
In addition to the 4 prints from Katz, Burgess Modern + Contemporary will feature sculpture from the 
Estate of David Hayes.  Burgess was named Representative of the Estate earlier this year.  Hayes was an 
American artist who was awarded the Logan Prize for sculpture, was recognized by the National 
Academy of Arts & Letters and whose work is held in the permanent collection of the MOMA, NY, the 
Guggenheim, NY, The Detroit Art Institute, the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston and many more. 
 
Sculpture and unique, large format monotypes from the Parisian based master Jedd Novatt that were 
included in PAMM’s major exhibition Jedd Novatt: Monotypes and More will be on exhibit as well a 
spectacular painting by Retna, who created a British flag on the metal floorboard of a World War II DC-3 
airplane.  “The relationships between the artists and their work created an interesting dynamic as this 
exhibition was curated,” states Burgess.  “British artists Miss Bugs and Andrew Cotton create works that 
respond to American culture and celebrity while California based Retna painted a British Flag on the 
floorboard of a WWII DC airplane.  Alex Katz, David Hayes and Jedd Novatt are all American born, but 
while Katz remained in the US for most of his life, Jedd Novatt moved to France, where David Hayes and 
emerging artist Rex Hausmann spent much of their early formative artistic years.   These connections 
create a unique bond to seemingly unrelated works.” 
 
Fairgoers can view Burgess Modern + Contemporary’s exhibition at Booth #AM425 at Art Miami from 
November 28th – December 4th.  Contact Lisa Burgess for more information, video clips and high-
resolution images. 
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